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Chinese New Year, also known as Lunar New Year or Spring Festival, is one of
China's most important festivals. It is time for families to get together, worship

the Gods and ancestors. The Chinese New Year can also be called "Guonian"
which means the passing of the old year to the new one. This festival emphasizes
the importance of family ties. The dinner gathering of Chinese New Year's Eve is

the most essential family occasion of the year. According to Chinese twelve
zodiacs, this year is the year of golden ox. Chinese New Year falls on Friday,

February 12, 2021, beginning a year of ox. 
 

The common practices of Chinese New Year
On the Eve of Chinese New Year, every house should be cleaned and swept, which means wiping

away the old and evil spirits. After cleaning, Chinese people taped the decorations on the wall,
windows and the doors, such as large vertical scrolls of red papers and spring couplets. The

couplets are mainly written in classical Chinese calligraphy, expressing the good wishes for the
family in the coming year. 

Additionally, red envelopes ("hongbao") are sold in the markets and on streets. The money
inside the red envelopes is called "ya sui qian", symbolizing the warding off, or suppression of
evil. On the cover of the red envelopes, there are usually icons of what the year belongs to or

some common greetings like "xin nian kuai le" (Happy New Year) "ji xiang ru yi" (wish
everything goes well for you). As we receive the red envelopes from other people, remember that

we must say some Chinese greetings back to the givers. In these blessing days, we can deliver
best wishes through this custom.

Stamfordians' Chinese New Year
Stamford school regards Chinese New Year as one of most important events for the school. We celebrated

Chinese year of ox on Friday, 19th February. All of the Stamfordians worked together to prepare this online
event. Preschool, Primary 1 and 2 performed the Chinese dance . Upper primary and

secondary students prepared short videos to introduce the customs of Chinese New Year. The teachers and
students’ family recorded Chinese greetings for all stamfordians to welcome the blessed new year. Due to

the pandemic, we could not get altogether to celebrate this big event, but we know somehow, our hearts are
still closely connected through Stamford School. As the event ended, everyone learned not only the Chinese

customs but also the Chinese greetings to keep giving good wishes to their family and friends. 

C H I N E S E  N E W  Y E A R  
A T  S T A M F O R D  S C H O O L

By Wu Shi Jin 



Write in clear handwriting:
Clear handwriting will allow us to read our notes at a future date. It also
keeps our notes organized and will help us find the notes that we need
much more efficiently.

Colour coding:
Grab a highlighter or some colored pens and start writing the notes.
When writing, keep in mind to ‘code’ the notes of the same topic with
one color and another topic with another colour. This is shown to
improve memory and help dissociate topics from one another

Use headers:
When starting a new topic, use headers! This will separate the topics
and help us to easily identify the topic we would like to learn.

Studies show that people who write down notes have better grades
than others. This is as we gain better memory while writing down
our notes. Not only that but, we also understand the concept of the
topic we are trying to learn better. Here are a few ways to organise
your notes:

Exams are coming up soon and in order to get good grades, there are some
things that we can do to learn better. Here are 3 tips that, in my opinion,

will help you achieve the best grades you possibly can.
 

 

 

By Alicia Caitlyn 

Organize your notesOrganize your notes  



Another thing that you can do in relation to time is to revise shorter
amounts of time, more frequently. When you review in 4x25 minute
sessions for 2 hours with 5 minute breaks in the middle, you will
actually gain more than studying for 2 hours straight. This is as your
brain has enough time to rest and clear up. 

When revising or reviewing for an exam, whether it is a topical test or your
final exams, it is good to have enough time to study. When revising a
subject over a period of time, it is more likely to stick to you than
trying to cram all the information in your head overnight. Personally,
I like to take around two weeks before the exams to study. This helps to
absorb more information as your brain will have more time to take it in.

 

Exercise:
Spend around 15 to 30 minutes everyday getting up and exercising. Whether it is running or just a simple
workout, it will keep your body healthy and fit. This way, you will not feel fatigued.

Relax:
Stress levels are likely to increase with exams. While pressure can be good sometimes, stress will lead to
panic and this will decrease our self confidence and not be able to write the exams well. My suggestion is to
take a few minutes everyday to de-stress and calm down. Some things you can do is meditate or taking a
walk around the park.

 

Learning scheduleLearning schedule

Rest and de-stressRest and de-stress

Sleep:
During exam season, sleep is very important! Sleeping 7-8 hours a day will give your body time to rest and
give you a clear head. This way, you will be able to concentrate during the exams.

Eat well:
To do exams well, you need enough energy. Just like sleep, eating well is a necessity. Some people tend to
skip meals during exam time and this makes them feel tired and have no energy to focus on the exams.
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Do you know Tik Tok?

 

 
Tik Tok is a trendy app where you can post dances or make videos about various stuff. 
For those who have just started Tik Tok,you should take a look at this trend that many
people are now hopping on.You should try it too!
Press this link to check out the trending dance! https ://youtu.be/7rmsQ5aEBvY

What’s Trending on Tiktok?
People who use Tik Tok love to make
dance videos, do pranks and even
create art videos! In addition to these
features, you can get some useful
information from that app. Tik Tok is
the app that told me about the Lebanon
Explosion.

You may even come upon funny videos!
If I were to rate this app, I would give it a
5 Star rating.When posting, we need to
make sure that we are posting
something inspiring,funny or even
creative. We can post anything we want,
as long as we don't hurt anyone's
feelings or make negative comments
about someone. This app is made to have
fun. 
I really suggest you try the app.
It’s fun!

Anika Poojary

https://youtu.be/7rmsQ5aEBvY


We can't go anywhere because there is a virus that is dangerous called Corona. We have to stay in

our houses while waiting for the doctors and scientists to provide the Corona vaccination. Some

people are bored and want to go shopping, but it's dangerous, so some people have created online

shops and online thrift stores so people can buy clothes,shoes, and accessories. Lazada,Shopee,

and Tokopedia are examples of online shops. On Instagram , people have set up many thrift stores.

I sometimes buy clothes in thrift stores too.

It's good that people can make online shops and thrift stores, so we can buy online rather

than going somewhere to buy clothes because it's dangerous nowadays. We can also buy

electronic goods, movies, sports equipment, board games, books, and coloring materials

online, to do fun activities at home so that we are not bored. 

Experience 

Sometimes I buy my clothings, accessories, cases,

and more in online and thrift stores on instagram

or apps that are trusted. Everytime i find an

online shop, I see the taggings first because if

I dont the store might be a scammer. I never

trust people online saying that they sell things,

I always check first. But I'm happy that I can

buy online because it’s safer than going to

malls.

How to be wise in doing online

shopping? 

Sometimes I buy my things from online and thrift

stores with my dad or my sister. Sometimes me and

my sister buy clothings from thrift stores

together in one store, but we also tell our dad

that we are buying clothing from there and

sometimes he allows us to buy from that store. 

Online Vs Offline Shopping

Sometimes if I buy online it's hard to find

what I want and like. I prefer shopping in

malls to online because we know what the

material of the clothing is or if it is

comfortable or not. We can also check the

size easily in malls. OInline sometimes the

size is wrong and the material is not really

nice and comfortable. 

Megan Arianto Phang 



Save your battery power.

Don't stress too much. Take a break between

lessons.

Keep away the things that always distract you.

Keep your room tidy so you can think properly

and find the things you need.

So, here I would like to share some tips

that I use during lessons. 

I hope we will get the covid vaccine so we can start

normal school and 

meet friends and relatives again. 

I really want school to reopen.It will be

much better and my friends and I can learn

peacefully without any disturbance and talk

to each other face to face.I also miss

playing or having fun in the soccer field.  

However, we still have to be patient and do

the online lesson since the pandemic is

still in our world. 

There are many challenges in doing online

lessons. Sometimes it is due to the

internet connection and our gadget. We have

to prepare well in our online lesson. 

Liliana Sophia Still



Sports when pandemic hits
During this pandemic many are people not

exercising enough because they can't go

anywhere to work out. Many people are too

lazy to exercise because there are limits on

where they can go and it’s difficult to do

any sports with their friends.It is really

important to exercise especially at this

time because if you get Covid 19 your immune

system needs to be prepared for it and it is

really important as exercise will boost your

immune system and lower your cholesterol.

Exercise at home
Did you guys know that there are many ways of

exercising at home? Here are some easy activities

for your home exercise: Maybe you can share some

examples of how to do exercise at home

Click this link for the detail of some exercises: 

https://youtu.be/gC_L9qAHVJ8

My personal experiences
At the start of the virus I was also very

lazy and did not want to exercise because I

missed exercising with my friends.A few

weeks later, I had a very high fever and

was worried that maybe I had contacted the

coronavirus. Thankfully, I took a test and

it turned out I was negative.After that, I

realised that being healthy and exercising

is important. 

Kushaan Anand Thawani

https://youtu.be/gC_L9qAHVJ8


Effective Exam
Revision
Strategy
By Dr Peter Darmawan 
Time flies so quickly! We are entering yet

another examination season soon for our

Secondary 4 and Junior College students. The

days leading to the examination can be

stressful because of the sheer amount of work

that needs to be studied in such a short

amount of time. If this stress is not

controlled, it can lead to a panic attack

that might ruin your exam performance.

Therefore KEEP CALM, because I am

going to share with you some tips

that might be useful to prepare for

the big day.

Step 1: Make a plan.

The moment you receive the

examination schedule, you should

switch to high gear for revision.

Being organised can undoubtedly

reduce stress and anxiety and help

you make the best use of your

remaining time before the exams. A

useful tool you can use is by

making a countdown timetable:

dividing the subjects (or topics)

that you need to revise against the

remaining days before your exams.

This table serves as a reminder of

how many days you have left before

the exam and what topics to study on

each day. This way, you do not need

to waste time deciding what to study

and have a good awareness of what

exam is coming up soon. 

Step 2: Decide how many hours can you

devote to studying.

In your timetable, you should also

specify the time that you should

start studying, your break time and

what time you should sleep. A solid 3

to 4 hours may be a good start during

school days. During the exam week

itself, the study time can be

extended to 6 hours or more. For

myself, I will put in more time for

the subjects that I am weak at. 



Step 3: Set up a quiet study space.

Your environment must be conducive to support your

long study hours. Your desk is preferably clean

with a lot of space for your laptop, notes and

textbook. Your study corner should be in a quiet

place in your house with as little distractions as

possible. Put everything that you may need nearby:

writing materials, water and snacks. 

Step 4: Remove distractions.

You need to remove yourself from the little

temptations all around us that can suck out a lot

of our time. I must admit that this is extremely

difficult and takes a lot of commitment. The best

way is to switch off your mobile phone or leave it

where you can't see or hear it (even the phone's

vibration can distract us). 

Let your family members know that you are not to

be disturbed during the times specified in your

time table.  Turn off all social media

notifications on your laptop. Commit to using your

laptop for study purposes only. 

Step 5: Focus on quality, not on quantity.

When preparing for exams, we tend to want to cover

everything in the shortest time possible. A better

strategy would be to focus on quality, not on

quantity. Quality means knowing the topic in-depth so

that you can score full marks (or close to full marks)

on any question related to that topic. Remember, it is

not how much time you spend, but how much you

understand after studying it.

Step 6: Review your progress and get help, if needed.

It is essential to reflect on your progress and adjust

your timetable accordingly. If you feel that you are

struggling to understand a topic, immediately ask

someone who can help. There is no time to waste as you

inch closer to the examination. Review your progress

frequently to ensure that you are on track to complete

your revision.

I hope that the above tips help you to be more

prepared for the year-end examination!

Best wishes! 



There are many benefits that come from gardening. In my
first year of gardening, I have tried planting a variety of
plants and acquiring some knowledge. I have learned that
each plant has a different harvest time and requires
different sun exposure and many things. It has been a very
hands on learning experience.  

WRITTEN BY ERLIN ANISA

You can get your garden started with some basic vegetables such as carrots and onions .

From there, you can start experimenting with a wider variety of plants. You can even

exchange different vegetables with your neighbours, which brings a sense of community

involvement to the venture. Once I had my neighbour share his tomatoes and I gave him

a young Cavendish banana plant. From acts like this, the whole community can start

to benefit and feel closer. 

I am learning to run a startup which is inspired by my home garden. It started from a

desire to encourage others, like friends and relatives, to start their own home gardens since

some of them have experience and knowledge to share. We sell seeds and vegetables, not

only from our own gardens but also from those of others. By marketing them online, those

who have ripe produce available for sale can get the help in marketing it . There is a

strawberry farm that successfully produces the fruit continuously. They started with a

small harvest and have increased their farm yield continually to meet ever growing

demand. I help the owner to find buyers. 

I have also produced a variety of farm fruit. We are working on possible fruits that could

help the farmer increase their income. We have the seeds growing as a test and hopefully it

will work.

Lastly, I also work at making homemade traditional herbal drinks. Indonesia is rich with

natural medicinal herbs and we need to keep the tradition of drinking traditional

herbal drinks (jamu) going as an important feature of our Indonesian heritage.  

The Covid pandemic has also led to herbal products being in higher demand and I see this

as an opportunity to be more productive. I enjoy investigating organic herbs, modifying

traditional growing practices to ensure the plants are more hygienic, thereby promoting a

healthier lifestyle for our customers. I can’t work on my own on all these farming ideas.

Having the community to support myself and each other is one way of giving each

other a helping hand during this challenging time.

There is so much to learn from all kinds of gardening so why not give it a go? 

HOME GARDENING BENEFITS  

Increasing Food Access and Community Development in Neighborhoods
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